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Key takeaways:
In medical cost-sharing programs, large groups of people pool their money together to
pay their medical bills.
Supporters say people pay less for healthcare with cost-sharing programs than with
ordinary insurance.
Group guidelines typically rule out cost sharing for health expenses linked to actions the
group finds immoral.
These programs are not insurance plans. This means members are always fully
responsible for their medical bills, with no guarantee they will get financial help.
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What are medical cost-sharing plans?
Medical cost-sharing plans are sometimes called healthcare ministries. They are not run by
insurance companies; they are run by nonprofit organizations. Members pay a set amount
into a group fund every month. When a member gets a large medical bill, the fund pays some
or all of that bill. Plan guidelines spell out which expenses are shareable.
Before the plan pays out, though, the member must cover some of the cost first. This
amount, called the member’s “personal responsibility” or “annual household portion,” works
just like a deductible does for health insurance.
People choose these plans instead of health insurance because the monthly charges are
usually lower. To control costs, some plans urge members to see healthcare providers who
have already agreed to discounted rates. Other plans allow members to go to any doctor
they’d like but may afterward limit the payout to a “fair and reasonable” price that’s less than
the doctor’s usual fee.
Many of these plans, but not all, are linked to churches or people who share similar beliefs.
The groups have no contracts or legal responsibility for the medical bills.
More than 1.5 million Americans are members of religion-based cost-sharing groups,
according to the Alliance of Health Care Sharing Ministries.

Can medical cost sharing be a better option than
health insurance?
Supporters of medical cost sharing are attracted by the lower monthly payments. The
programs call these “share amounts.” Monthly costs can be $100 or less for a single person.
By contrast, a bronze-level plan from the health insurance marketplace averages about $330
per month — although government subsidies can bring that cost way down.
Cost-sharing plans can often get lower prices on treatment because the plans or their
members pay healthcare providers directly. In addition, these plans may cover some things
that regular health insurance does not. Some examples are medical treatment overseas,
funeral costs, and adoption expenses.
Some members also feel good about being part of a like-minded group. Medical cost-sharing
plans admit only people who agree to follow lifestyle or spiritual guidelines. Many groups will
pray for members who are ill.
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Medical cost sharing lacks many of the safeguards of health insurance, but it may work for
some people. The people who will fare best are healthy young people who have few medical
expenses. These plans do not have open enrollment periods, so people can join them at any
time.

What risks are associated with joining a medical costsharing plan?
Unlike with health insurance, the legal system can’t force these programs to pay members’
medical bills. State governments have no control over them. In fact, 30 states have laws
saying these plans are not bound by insurance company rules. Insurance watchdogs in at
least 15 states have warned people to be careful with these plans. “The Insurance
Department cannot assist you with any complaints about the ministry,” the Nebraska alert
reads. “Your medical provider is not obligated to accept any discount from the ministry if
there is no contract between the ministry and the provider.”
Some medical cost-sharing plans (but not all) have limits on how many doctor visits they’ll
cover or the total dollar amount for treating certain diseases. This means that for a long,
severe illness, or even for childbirth, a member’s out-of-pocket costs could be very high.

Do medical cost-sharing plans cover all conditions?
These programs do not cover all medical conditions. This is one big reason they cost less
than regular health insurance: Their benefits are not as rich.
Remember, they are not insurance plans, so they don’t have to follow the rules of the
Affordable Care Act ^ACA_. They do not have to cover pre-existing conditions. Many costsharing groups say members must be in the plan for several years before they receive any
assistance with these medical bills.
Like short-term health insurance plans, medical cost-sharing plans are also exempt from
having to cover the ACA’s 10 essential health benefits:
Ambulatory patient services
Emergency services
Pregnancy, maternity, and newborn care
Mental health and substance use disorder services
Prescription drugs
Rehabilitation services and devices
Laboratory services
Preventive/wellness services
Pediatric services
In fact, most medical cost-sharing plans state upfront that they don’t help with certain health
conditions or services. Some examples of “non-shareable” expenses are vaccinations,
genetic screening, and therapy for eating disorders. The cost of prescription drugs may or
may not be shared.
Cost-sharing plans run by Christians typically don’t cover situations that clash with their
beliefs. These may include birth control, alcohol- or drug-related accidents, and mental
health services related to self-injury.
Some cost-sharing groups may help pay for these benefits, of course. Sharing rules vary by
program.

Can you lose your membership in a medical costsharing plan?
Yes. Each plan’s guidelines spell out the rules for members. Religious cost-sharing plans can
cut ties with members who don’t attend a Christian church weekly or who have sex outside
of a man-woman marriage. Nonreligious plans might end coverage for members who reach
age 65 or who use illegal drugs.

What questions should I ask before joining a medical
cost-sharing plan?
If you’re considering joining a healthcare cost-sharing plan, it’s important to ask the following
questions:
What are the plan’s lifestyle rules?
What will I have to pay out of pocket?
What, if anything, does the plan guarantee it will cover?
Will my doctor accept the plan?
Is there a network of providers?
If I have a pre-existing condition, what are the rules for cost sharing?
When I have doctor bills, does the plan pay them directly? Or do I cover them, and then
the plan pays me back?
How do I appeal a sharing decision?
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How often does the plan suspend a member’s coverage?

The bottom line
Medical cost-sharing plans can offer lower monthly costs than regular health insurance.
However, members are also taking a risk, as these plans don’t guarantee coverage or even
partial coverage. Also, the plans can’t be sued for nonpayment. People who worry about high
medical costs may get better long-term results from subsidized insurance that follows ACA
rules.
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